I do not wish to re-hash the achievements already acknowledged in Vicki’s Principal’s report for the year. Once again in 2012 there were many people who worked tirelessly for the P&F in their endeavours and many people who have given what they can, which is most appreciated. My position was made very easy this year by the huge commitment and positive people who surround me. I for one have not had the time this year to achieve what I have in the past, and new parents have definitely taken up the challenge to achieve the great things the P&F has this year.

As in past years, the parent (and other relatives of students) and teacher body of St Rita’s have all given above and beyond what is required, and that is why we all like being here, like sending our children here and have made great friends here. I think while we have this foundation of ‘community’ where everyone gives where they can, the future of St Rita’s is strong.

Mere thank-you’s don’t really seem enough, and when I see what some parent’s have contributed this year it amazes me, but thank-you anyway! All that you have done is very much appreciated and we would not be able to provide what we do to our children without this level of commitment and passion.